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AMERICA – WE HAVE A PROBLEM

Guest Post by Brett Vance

We are witnessing a cover-up of vast proportions and implications.

Brett Vance is a former career Air Force �ghter pilot, test pilot, and airline pilot who recently retired from his position as a test pilot in the Aircraft

Certi�cation Service with the Federal Aviation Administration.  During his career, he accumulated over 7,500 �ying hours, �ew over 120 di�erent

aircraft, and earned ten type ratings in aircraft ranging in size from the B-777 to the Cessna 510.  Primary military aircraft were the T-38, A-10,

and the F-16.

Prologue

Astronaut and Mission Commander of Apollo 13, James A. Lovell, reported to Mission Control on 13Apr70, “Houston, we’ve had a

problem” when announcing a Main Bus B Undervolt malfunction caused during an oxygen tank explosion.  Most people know the story

of incredible teamwork and courage that ended in the safe return of the crew following this near-catastrophic mission abort.  Today’s

lingo of that transmission is “Houston, we’ve got a problem,” and is generally associated with the appearance of a sudden unforeseen

situation.  It is also usually a huge understatement.
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That’s the case now.  However, just notifying Houston is not near enough.  The whole of America needs to know what’s happening to our

National Airspace System.  Our NAS—the collection of systems and people that �y you safely from place to place—here in the U.S. is the

safest on the planet…at least it was until now.  While NASA was able to return three astronauts safely to earth and thus avert a potential

catastrophe, the potential catastrophe facing our National Airspace System is similarly dire, but with vastly more terrifying

consequences.

Under discussion here are the following topics that contribute to this problem.  First, the departure from the industry, for a variety of

reasons, of large numbers of highly-quali�ed and experienced commercial �ight crews.  Second, the e�ect of the covid shots and the

mandates on �ight safety since their rollout.  Finally, and worst of all, the coverup.

Part 1 – Where is My Crew?

The �rst part of the problem with our NAS is the drawdown in the nation’s commercial pilot force.  These are the folks that earn their

living �ying, many of whom are your airline pilots.  You’ve all most likely heard of or personally experienced turmoil in �ight schedules. 

And you think it’s what you’re told that weather or Air Tra�c Control is to blame for this mess!  That’s partially true, but you may have

heard that crew availability is also to blame.  The airlines will tell you that crews are just out of position and can’t get to where they need

to be in a timely manner.  What they are not telling you is that they just don’t have enough crews.  So, what’s wrong with that?  Just fess

up and �x it.  Right?

Obviously, it’s the companies’ job to properly sta� the airline to accommodate what we call irregular operations.  What happened…and

why now?  First, the argument is made that there was already a pilot shortage before the pandemic.  Next, a look at the impact on

sta�ng because of the COVID pandemic is warranted.  With the initial rapid drop in demand for �ying, airlines incentivized early

retirements.  Additionally, furloughs took their toll as people departed for other careers, never to return.  As we then learned that the

virus was not as severe as expected and had a very high survival rate, demand for air travel began to return, and return fast.  With

demand now at pre-pandemic levels or even higher, the airlines could not replace those departed crews.  Next is the worst part of this

equation—vaccine mandates.  This collection of foolish decisions is surprising in the magnitude of its harmful e�ect.

Part 2 – The Covid Shot and the Mandates

By now everyone who is paying attention has realized that something is amiss with the COVID 19 gene therapy shots.  You’ve probably

seen reports of severe adverse reactions up to and including death, reports of people of all ages dying suddenly in their sleep, and

athletes of both sexes at the peak of physical condition collapsing in practice or in competition.  These conditions, we are learning, are

not caused by the virus; rather, they are caused directly by the contents of the vials or because of a signi�cantly weakened immune

system from taking shot after shot



.There’s another cohort that we need to think about in case you are not aware. This group is in the aviation industry, and this article will

focus on the cockpit crew in that aircraft that gets you safely where you want to go.  Know that �ight attendants, air tra�c controllers,

and support personnel are also a�ected; however, a problem with your pilots can lead to a disaster, killing you and maybe hundreds of

other innocent passengers and even people on the ground.  This article highlights those pilots.

We face a two-pronged dilemma, both of which must be addressed.  First, the governments of the countries forcing �ight crews to be

“vaccinated” must immediately withdraw those mandates.  Next, the pilots who took the shot and are adversely a�ected must be

helped to reverse those ill e�ects.

Most of us are busy living our own lives and making ends meet.  That means you’re probably not paying attention to this problem; and

when you hear there is a problem, the properly-enquiring mind would want to know how big this problem really is and what this really

means.  Take a look at this excerpt from New Zealand’s Daily Examiner to get a feel for what we are all facing and how it was caused.

Excerpt from Airline Pilots Fight For Safety, For Themselves & Their Passengers

The US Federal Aviation Authority (FAA) is also extremely strict with its requirements for pilots. Speci�cally, title 14 of
the Code of Federal Regulations §61.53 states that “no person who holds a medical certi�cate issued under part 67 of
this chapter may act as pilot in command, or in any other capacity as a required pilot �ight crewmember, while that
person… [is] receiving treatment for a medical condition that results in the person being unable to meet the
requirements for the medical certi�cate necessary for the pilot operation.”

In interpreting this provision, the Guide for Aviation Medical Examiners (AME) states, in reference to the issuance of
medical certi�cates in the instance of use of pharmaceuticals as therapeutic medications for “Do Not Issue – Do Not
Fly” orders, to include classes of medications or medications which:

“FDA (Food and Drug Administration) approved less than 12 months ago. The FAA generally requires at least
one-year of post-marketing experience with a new drug before consideration for aeromedical certi�cation
purposes. This observation period allows time for uncommon, but aeromedically signi�cant, adverse e�ects to
manifest themselves….”

This portion of the regulations was highlighted in a letter issued to the FAA by a group of attorneys, medical doctors,
and other experts on 15th December 2021, noting the serious adverse reactions to covid vaccines being experienced by
pilots (including death) and asking for speci�c health checks on all vaccinated pilots.

The letter asks that all vaccinated pilots be medically �agged and:

“having said pilots undergo thorough medical re-examinations to include D-Dimer tests (to check for blood
clotting problems), Troponin tests (to check for Troponin in the blood, which is a protein that is released when
the heart muscle has been damaged), post-vaccination ECG analysis (also known as EKG, which checks the
electrical signals which determine cardiac health), and cardiac MRI and PULS Test (to determine heart health).

According to the letter’s authors, inclusion of the cardiac MRI as a screening test for pilots is critical and referenced
a recent study showed that using only ECG results and symptoms to screen patients resulted in a 7.4-fold under-
diagnosing of actual myocarditis. The PULS Test is also important as an abstract published in the medical journal
Circulation, entitled “Observational Findings of PULS Cardiac Test Findings for “In�ammatory Markers in Patients
Receiving mRNA Vaccines”, found that “the mRNA vacs [vaccines] numerically increase … the markers IL-16, Fas,
and HGF, all markers previously described by others for denoting in�ammation on the endothelium and T cell
in�ltration of cardiac muscle”.

The letter’s authors also reference an a�davit �led in a US court earlier this year, where doctors including the
cardiologist retained by the FAA and a Lieutenant Colonel in the US Army who is a �ight surgeon, Aerospace Medicine
Specialist, and an Aviation O�cer Course & Mishap Training Specialist with a Master’s Degree in Public Health,
concluded that

“the risk of “post-vaccination myocarditis was not trivial”
“that the “aviation population is comprised of individuals with demographics that the CDC and FDA
established (on June 25, 2021) was at greatest risk for developing post-vaccination induced myocarditis”
“that the “unpredictable and potential serious complications thereof present an … unacceptable level of
aeromedical risk,”
that “risk-strati�cation, screening and diagnostic testing is necessary for continued safety of �ight,” and
that “immunizations with COVID vaccinations should be immediately suspended until further aviation
speci�c studies can be conducted.”
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It is worth noting that coincidental to the issuance of this letter to the FAA, NZ’s Ministry of Health issued an urgent
letter to all primary healthcare providers and vaccinators. The letter admitted that incidences of vaccine-associated
myocarditis and pericarditis have been under-reported in NZ and that the actual incidence, particularly for boosters, is
not known. Instructions were also issued to include warnings on those serious side e�ects speci�cally, to those receiving
the covid vaccines.

Clearly, serious vaccine-associated adverse reactions can be life-altering to those individuals who su�er them. However, the

consequences for airline passengers if their pilots experience sudden e�ects are also devastating. The letter to the FAA continues and

points out that

“… should the FAA fail to ground and medically de-certify all pilots who have received experimental and non-
FDA approved COVID-19 vaccines in accordance with CFR §65.13 and related Guidance which require this result
– and bar reinstatement of such pilots until such time as they can show aeromedically acceptable D-Dimer,
Troponin, ECGs, cardiac MRIs, PULS tests and clean bills of health – the FAA will be putting many innocent
airline passengers’ lives in harm’s way in the event a pilot loses control of his aircraft after su�ering a major
bloodclotting event (pulmonary embolism, stroke, etc.) or a myocarditis-related event, either of which can
result in incapacitation, cardiac arrest, and death.”

Many airlines carry additional crew on long-haul �ights to satisfy in�ight rest requirements.  One of these pilots could �ll in during a

medical event in one of the other pilots.  However, on short-haul �ights, no additional crew members are required.  Consequently, a

medical event in one pilot would result in the remaining pilot having to accomplish all the duties of the two-person crew all alone,

adding considerably to the stress level.  Consider the situation as your captain su�ering the cardiac event, with a junior �rst o�cer now

suddenly thrust into the high-workload situation of recovering the aircraft and passengers safely.  Then imagine that same cardiac

event happening suddenly at low altitude in an already high-workload task such as takeo� or landing.  And then throw in bad weather. 

Such a scenario could very easily be unrecoverable and could result in the deaths of hundreds of people.

The letter goes on to highlight this circumstance:

“… a seizure that creates massive muscle sti�ening and jerking of large muscle groups could be catastrophic if
the pilot were on approach for landing, and actively �ying the plane only a few hundred feet above the runway.
A vaccinated pilot who su�ers such a full-blown tonic-clonic seizure while on approach – such that the pilot
could not maintain level control of the plane a few hundred feet above the tarmac, and uncontrollably and
inadvertently dipped a wing thus causing the plane to cartwheel down the runway at landing – would likely
cause not just massive injury and death to innocent passengers, but also create shocking monetary liability for
the airline company and insurance carriers, potentially extending into the hundreds of millions USD.”

Here is where my own personal experience—similar to that of thousands of other government employees—becomes relevant.  On 9 Sep

2021, President Joe Biden signed into e�ect Executive Order 14043 which required the covid vaccine for selected federal workers and

others.   I’d already done all my personal research, and even that body of knowledge available as early as the summer of ’21 was �lled

with reports of severe adverse e�ects and even deaths caused by the covid shot. It was easily clear to me that these shots were far from

safe and e�ective despite what mainstream news outlets and the government hammered at us.

Shortly after the executive order was published, I and my FAA co-workers were required to upload into a database our vaccine status.  I

and many others declined.  We then learned that exemptions would be allowed, and we were told to advise our immediate supervisors of

our intent to �le such an exemption request.  I noti�ed my supervisor as instructed.  Shortly after that—all this activity was happening

in a short period of time in the fall of 2021—I was advised that something called a “Disciplinary Period” had just been established.  This

Disciplinary Period, we were told, was to be a series of training events with FAA Human Resources, with the intent to coerce those of us

who did not plan to get the shot to change our minds or else face disciplinary action, up to and including �ring.
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The government then really turned up the heat.  I received two separate phone calls, one from my supervisor and the other from my

Union Representative.  In both calls, I was advised that if I retired to avoid the disciplinary period, that an unspeci�ed amount of my

retirement annuity could be con�scated.  And just like that, there it was—the Jab or Job threat. Having enough of this coercion, I

prepared and submitted a retirement package and was out of the FAA four days later.  I was advised that I had missed entering the

disciplinary period by just two days.  Apparently, decades of �ight test experience, thousands of hours of �ight time in over 120 separate

aircraft types, ten di�erent type ratings, and millions of dollars invested in my training over the years were meaningless to the

administration.

Perhaps you’re someone who doesn’t �y often, or even at all.  You think you don’t have a dog in this �ght.  You would be wrong.  Imagine

the pilot of the aircraft �ying overhead just after takeo� from your nearby airport su�ering a fatal myocarditis incident, and she slumps

over the controls.  Unlike the circumstance of the recent Envoy Airlines incident where the other crew member—a highly experienced

line check airman giving training that day to the captain under training—was able to recover the aircraft and bring it back to a safe

landing, the other pilot in the aircraft over your head today was not able to do so and the plane crashed into your neighborhood.  We are

all at risk.  Our country is on the wrong vector.  The cockpit of the plane of state—shall we say—is unoccupied.

Part 3 – The Cover-Up

So what do we do now?  We’ve learned that our nation’s pilots, �ight attendants, air tra�c controllers, and other aviation professionals

were forced to take the Covid 19 shots by their companies or by the federal government or else lose their jobs through forced retirement

or even  outright �ring.

We then learned of the emerging consequences of those mandates.  Aviation professionals—among millions of other people in the world

—are su�ering severe cardiac events and even death because of these shots.  The emphasis of this article is the increasing frequency of

these events happening speci�cally to pilots.  The e�ect of a major cardiac event happening to your pilot in a critical phase of �ight such

as takeo� or landing—high-workload events close to the ground—can be catastrophic to you as a passenger or even to you as an

innocent person on the ground under the aircraft’s �ight path.

Because of the vast number of pilots failing �ight physicals, going on long-term disability, or even reporting for work un�t to �y since

the rollout of the shot, it became apparent to the FAA medical community that a new problem had appeared.  In such a case, examination

of the extreme can be valuable for analysis.  For example, given the increasing rate of these medical events in the pilot force, the logical

extreme is that eventually there would not be enough pilots left to operate the nation’s airlines.  By extension, all commerce provided by

air would cease, and with that the country could come to a slow, grinding halt.

To give you an idea of the extent of this problem, recall how excited the government and the airlines were to announce that 95%…no!…

98% of our pilots are vaccinated?  Estimates are that 80% of the commercial pilots in the U.S. have taken the shot.  According to Federal

Aviation Administration data from 2022, there are just over 104,000 commercial pilots in America. Without treatment (emphasis mine), a

mortality rate of approximately 20% in two years is expected in this group (editor’s note: this is the 5 year rate mortality rate after an

initial case of myocarditis- this rate is reported in previous peer reviewed studies).  The expected mortality rate in �ve years is much

higher.  Public math reveals that without treatment, we could lose over 20,000 pilots.  Have you been paying attention to the hundreds of

articles over the last few months related to the “Died Suddenly” phenomena?  Based on what you should’ve been reading, does this

number not seem totally plausible?

The aviation industry contributes extensively to the world’s economy.  Should the aviation industry falter, then commerce, tourism,

humanitarian aid, and even the job market would su�er.  Trillions of dollars of goods are transported by air annually, with a huge

percentage of e-commerce tra�c delivered by air.  Clearly the impact of the U.S. losing a signi�cant number of our pilot force over the

next several years would be catastrophic.  Experienced, safe airline pilots are hard to replace

The FAA sees this; consequently, you need to know about a new development regarding the FAA’s �ight medical exam requirements. 

The requirement for the heart exam portion of the �ight physical regarding the allowable length of a parameter called the PR Interval

(the start of the P-wave to the onset of the QRS complex) to be between 120ms to 200ms has been in e�ect for decades.  Now, however,

the FAA has lengthened this allowed PR Interval to 300ms and beyond.  This is a huge change for this parameter!

https://www.faa.gov/data_research/aviation_data_statistics/civil_airmen_statistics


This much longer allowable PR interval—just published in October of 2022 per the FAA website’s guidance for aviation medical

examiners—can mask major heart issues.  (See in the �gure the bold print that extends the PR Interval to 300ms and beyond.) This

wording �rst appeared in October of 2022 and has been continued as recently as the 25 Jan 2023 revision.  This change was done

completely outside the required vetting procedure provided by the Notice of Proposed Rule making (NPRM) process.  Such a major

change, with such potentially lethal, catastrophic consequences to both aircrew and civilians is arguably criminal. 

Until so many pilots began manifesting heart problems after receiving the Covid 19 shot, this had never been an issue.  But with so many

�ight crews going on long-term disability, failing �ight physicals, and other issues, the FAA lengthened the interval. But now,

e�ectively, a vaxx-injured pilot could pass a �ight physical, su�er a fatal cardiac event the next day, and be completely legal to do so. 

Said another way, a pilot could pass the �ight physical with a major—even subclinical—heart issue just waiting to manifest.  The very

shot the government and the airlines mandated has caused the government to attempt to hide the problem it caused.  The rub?  The FAA

refuses to acknowledge vaccine injuries in pilots, and also refuses to acknowledge any impact of pilot incapacitation because of vaccine

injury on �ight operations.  Cover-up, indeed.

Epilogue

The good news is that once a problem is identi�ed in a pilot, that person now has options.  The goal of organizations such as US Freedom

Flyers (US Freedom Flyers – We Stand For Medical Freedom!) and various medical professionals is to get these people the help they need

to return safely to �ight status.

Note, too, that the Freedom Flyers have litigation in progress against the FAA to right this wrong.  If you want to donate to the litigation

fund, please see the GiveSendGo campaign at and help the cause.

Below is a short list of di�erent protocols in use and under development.

I-Recover – See the I-Recover Post-Vaccine Treatment page at

 

to view a comprehensive list of treatments for Post-Covid-Vaccine Syndrome.  This document also provides an extensive discussion

on de�nitions and pathologies of vaccine injuries.

A product called Cardio Miracle (cardiomiracle.com – no a�liation with the author) and other supplements like it that are based on

nitric oxide help with clotting issues, since nitric oxide is essential for blood vessel �exibility, increased blood �ow, and strengthened

immunity.

Enhanced External Counter Pulsation (EECP) – This therapy uses large cu�s on your upper and lower legs.  The cu�s �ll with air,

causing them to squeeze your legs. The cu�s on your lower legs squeeze �rst, then your upper leg cu�s squeeze next. The cu�s will

then release the air.  A computer times the squeezes so that they happen when your heart beats. With each squeeze, blood is forced

back up to your heart.  There are numerous articles on EECP available for your personal research.

If you’re reading this article and you’re an a�ected pilot or know someone who is—or you know anyone who might bene�t from such

treatments—please contact a trusted healthcare provider to investigate what might work for you or someone you know.  If we as �ight

crew and passengers can get the word out to the rest of the �ying public, we can be e�ective to help restore the level of safety of the

National Airspace System to which we have been accustomed for decades.  If nothing changes, it is just a matter of time until we su�er a

https://usfreedomflyers.org/
https://www.givesendgo.com/usff
https://covid19criticalcare.com/


major disaster.  However, once the problem is actually acknowledged by a large enough percentage of the public and corrective action

begins, together we can get our National Airspace System back on the right vector.

Flight Director for Apollo 13, Gene Krantz, and the exceptional team of hundreds of people at Mission Control as well as the

courageous crew were able to get three astronauts safely back to earth.  Everyone acknowledged the problem and worked together to

achieve the goal.  Now, however, we are witnessing a cover-up of vast proportions and implications.  The government and the airlines

are actually the cause of this ticking time-bomb.  America, we truly do have a problem, and we must �x it.
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The oxygen tank on Apollo 13 never exploded because there were no moon missions.

It was all a gag….right, or do we get to have it both ways??

Lowering the physical health standards of aircraft pilots is no joke though.

What amazes me is that so many people, family included bought into the obvious covid lie and willingly rolled

up the sleeve for the shots that contained some untested potion that the makers would not be held

accountable for the outcomes.

I only know a handleful of people who got covid without having been jabbed, and me, my wife and son are in

that handful.

About �ve years ago I caught a.cole. Last year I caught Covid. The cold knocked me.out for a week,

Covid not so much. The whole thing was a psyop to get people injected.

Killing o� the pilots has a dual purpose �rst to kill o� a bunch of people in an industry dominated

by white men. Second to keep the rest of us from having free movement.

The WEF/Bilderberg/Bohemian Grove/NewWorld

Order/CFR/TrilateralCommission/ScullandBones types want to restrict our travel so they

destroyed the Railroads, are banning private automobiles and now are destroying the airlines.

Build back better Baby.

Warren…you are all in the black in the center buddy.

Nah, he’s just realistic.

Same thing.

One of the three tenets of commie control is to restrict free movement.

America, you don’t have to put up with this. They are putting up “Checkpoint

Charlie” gates in Canada, I hear nothing from the Canadians. If they try that

shit here, Merikans are going to �ip out. The only place I know of these type

gates in the US is ChiCongo, I thought that was to protect whites (just

joking).

15 minute cities are just the start of restricted movement, mark my words

Warren is spot on.
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Iggy

Yes.

“Merikans are going to �ip out”

They will do no such thing.

Just as when TSA began groping children and grandmas, they will

meekly accept their slavery. You may be an exception, I may be, and all

TBPers may be. But we’ll be exactly that … exceptions.

yep

Americans have been trained very well to submit to authority.

Don’t forget food control , deliberate e�orts to create starvation that will spread with civil

unrest !

The goal by leftist is to eradicate the white race as a majority

Their is no Covid- just rebranded �u. And Flu is not caused by a virus. Quit playing their game or

you will be playing forever.

Okay. Why all the worrying and hand-twisting now? Months ago, shortly after they started having the

canceled �ight problems, I watched a video of a woman in the Dutch government talking about the

cancelations.

This lady stated that it was an insurance problem. The insurance companies already knew there was a death-

in-�ight problem, and they were refusing to insure any plane piloted by anyone who was vaxxed.

Is there a link to that video?

Not now. Long lost to the e�orts of the censors.
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Let’s start by putting these damaged pilots at the helm of all govt transports. Air Force one should have an

entire contingent .

Well,here is some goods news!

https://babylonbee.com/news/sequel-rehab-bear-green-lighted-by-producers

.

America, we have a plethora of problems.

Yes we do…starting with ‘SELF LOVE’…her biggest hit (every pun intended).

I always hated the idea of rehab. Till I found out I could fail at it. Nice lodging and oops

didn’t make todays goal. I’ll try harder. Fail. Next Day: Failed at 10am, Dammit, Ok, well

tomorrows a new day! 10:05am was able to hold out longer today! Success, time to celebrate!

��fttttttt!

I liked the Bee article except……..,the bear was female,tis important in the movie!

The folks who did the sharknado movies are seriously doing a �ick

called”Methamphetamine Gator”!

You’ve Heard Of ‘Cocaine Bear,’ Now Get Ready For ‘Attack Of The Meth Gator’

Why stop there,how about Cannabis Cat(a mountain lion of course)/LSD

Armadillo/Heroin Heron/,hell,the ideas are endless,Hollywood,here I come!

What was that movie where the cat ended up green?
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I found it. Spun. 2002. hilarious. It was a dog that ended up green.

Britney Murphy and Mena Suvari are in it.

Heroin Sloth

“A white knuckle ride!”

“Thrilling start to �nish!”

“Non-stop action!”

It’s more than pilot/crew problems. We �ew from Charleston (CHS) through ATL to MIA, Monday of last week

& this week. Parking a mess in CHS, construction everywhere. MIA had ZERO charging stations for electronics,

as far as I could see. ATL at least had two between every seat. Taxi queue horrible in MIA. Nasty, loud crowds.

Two days of misery starting at 8AM, ending at 8PM.

Huge wait between �ights, as we don’t trust those systems…Delta tore a wheel o� of my roll-on, plus ruined

one of its zippers.

SNAFU.

I quit �ying because I got tired of getting groped by niggers every single time and the big x-rays

were going in back then.

Charging stations? Wheeled luggage? Bah.

In the New American article below, they also talked about the damage being done to ATC….

At least, however, there’ll now be congruence with the air-tra�c-control corps, which already has been

dumbed down. As The Blaze related in 2018, citing a Tucker Carlson Tonight report:

According to Carlson, candidates whose worst subject in high school was science [and who played

a lot of sports] and candidates who are unemployed receive the most points possible on the test. In

contrast, licensed pilots and those with extensive air tra�c control knowledge aren’t highly scored.

“In other words, the FAA actively searched for unquali�ed air tra�c controllers,” Carlson later said.

“That is insane, and they knew it was insane when they did it, but they did it anyway.”
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The 9 hour drive was faster. I drive unless it is impossible.

I’m not disagreeing with the guy overall, but

“Imagine the pilot of the aircraft �ying overhead just after takeo� from your nearby airport su�ering a fatal

myocarditis incident…”

You’re more in danger of practically anything else.

“and she slumps over the controls. ”

this guy spent too long working for the government.

First, the argument is made that there was already a pilot shortage before the pandemic.

Here’s how that problem is being solved….

Our �ight deck should re�ect the diverse group of people on board our planes every day. That’s why we plan for

50% of the 5,000 pilots we train in the next decade to be women or people of color. Learn more and apply now:

https://t.co/VbOFvFOksB pic.twitter.com/r0ScH6MQAJ

— United Airlines (@united) April 6, 2021

Equity Over Safety: Did an A�rmative-action Pilot Crash a Plane?

The pilot had a history of acting “impulsively” during training and “an inability to remain calm during stressful

situations,” an investigator said. These de�cits would prove deadly, too, one fateful February day.

That’s right, Conrad Aska’s checkered �ying past didn’t prevent him from being at the helm of Atlas Air Flight 3591, a

cargo-carrying Boeing 767-375ER(BCF) traveling from Miami to Houston. But this wasn’t training, and when Aska

hit the wrong switch as a result of turbulence and then became disoriented when the plane accelerated, he

inadvertently plunged the craft into an unrecoverable dive.

This happened back on February 23, 2019…

Since merit isn’t currently prioritized, however, perhaps someone needs to compile a list of airlines that do and don’t

hire pilots based on dangerous DIE criteria (European carriers may be less likely to). That way, customers can

maximize their safety and vote against wokeness with their ticket purchases.

https://thenewamerican.com/equity-over-safety-did-an-a�rmative-action-pilot-crash-a-plane/

Well, ya know, some say Hollywood productions can be a true re�ection of what really goes on in the world

behind the scenes. Ahem.

Now, as depicted in “Flight”, Denzel Washington plays an alcoholic pilot who cracks open 3 minis just before

climbing into the cockpit.

Then in the middle of a major malfunction of some type that threatens everybody on board,

Learn-to-spell-with Denzel miraculously, while intoxicated, goes inverted, and �ies the jetliner upside down

to save the women and children aboard, and all the tall bastards who pay extra money for extra leg room in

the exit row seats.

…and there are idiots out there, who believe in such fantasy, and the hero is a black man.

Truthfully, I can’t remember if D’s character remembered to turn the Fasten Seat Belts

sign back on, before going Maverick with a Boeing 737, or whatever model of tubular sardine cans he piloted

at 500 mph in the �ick.

But, keep them diversity hires coming, wokesters. Especially in all the critical infrastructure and

transportation dot Guv departments.
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Boarding a plane for a trip these days is unfortunately a roll of the dice, and a few gamblers are going to go

bust when their number comes up. Craps!

This is merely the tip of the iceberg! The plutocrats have wrecked the system (on purpose) and this situation

will further their agenda to: limit people from travelling by air, adversely impact commerce and supply chains

on regional and global levels, of course reduce an extremely skilled population in a crucial industry,

undermine human resources in general and the physical infrastructure of this nation.

Their plan is long and meticulous. Things will never return to normal. The stakeholders have

bought into the plan.

Yeah, don’t take it personally �yboy, 15-minute slums of the future won’t need you.

So are you looking forward to being a harvestee in the 15 minute slums?

Heh heh. Response at end of thread.

I think you mean, don’t take it personally, that like me, 15 minute slums

won’t need you because at the end of the day we won’t end up a cog for the

matrix…… if we get there.

Currently I am already in a slum. But that doesn’t mean I’m not “free”. It is

one of the best vantage points of what is the current thing. Like a “Flyboy”

on the wall, I walk around watching the other wage slave tax prisoners

working hard for their own destruction. I personally think the mental prison

of woke, is one of the worst to be locked down in. The inmates self police

themselves and feed themselves cruel gruel that eats away at them

physically. They dismiss the plethora of small daily choices that would be

very easy and doable, if only they would free themselves from the solitary of

their own making. They wish not to make choices that promote burn out and

disengagement of TPTB. They only seek the path of least resistance. Like

mindless electrons they are too afraid to jump o� the beaten path and pop a

fuse or two.

You nailed it, they are to afraid of loosing the shackles they themselves

placed. They like the ‘safety’ and comfort of their small prison. They get

angry when you tell them the their fears are unfounded and the slavers

have lied to them. They will support their slavers ferociously, until the

bitter end.
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Uturn

By stakeholders are you referring to the bureaucrats , “experts”, Big Pharma, Big Media and

medical tyrants who pushed the jab or no job policy?

I was referring to Wall Street, Vanguard Blackrock SS, and the Foundations Gates

Rockefeller et al. These folks have bought in and paid for the “plan” to be executed on

regular people aka the unwashed masses. Though a lot of Agents Against You have also

bought into the plan. But more they are sellouts….. doing the grunt work actually

jabbing people or pushing jab no job policies.

yes indeed

You know, I’m wondering why this chap is even talking about this subject. For those who watch and read

media outside America, this was all reality months ago. I am wondering if what this guy is telling us is another

psyop narrative, a gradual introduction to the poison, so that by the time 90% agree that this was all a

disaster, they will have fed us another bullshit story about how they aren’t to blame. And people will be so

used to the story they’ll just say, “Oh well, isn’t that something.” and then go on and do nothing.

Article is o� Doc Malone’s substack. It appears he has been trying to assemble enough evidence

to embarrass govt into a changing of the guard.

Like many here, I have been watching very closely the 25 past years of accountability omitted and

The Party always failing up. But it doesn’t require a will-breaking psyop to promote burn-out

and disengagement. It only requires no easy alternatives to the status quo.

At the end of each day, if you ask yourself, “do I feel good about this ordering of life to which I

have consented?” Know that you are blessed with a multitude of options, most di�cult.

Those who (as you describe) let TPTB always choose their course of action will be learning a lot

about courage and sacri�ce. Those that choose their own M.O. will be learning about comfortable

margins of error in resourceful problem solving, fast thinking, and endurance.

“They hate us for our freedom.”

We can achieve change when all approaches mesh together. Status quo contingency plans become

overwhelmed not by scale but by the tactical and strategic variety and unpredictability of tens of

millions of semi-viable actions and “disactions”.

Perhaps dignity restored will inspire a more responsive and humble TPTB than our previous one.

Your mileage may vary.

Malone part of the psyop. Any doctor or scientist pushing the viruses exist myth is part of

the psyop no matter how much other legit information they appear to be releasing.

DOE says virus was released from a Chinese lab- everyone that’s been saying the

government has been lying to them about everything covid all of a sudden believes the

government . Come-on Man.
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Waiting for Mayor Petey to fess up that Orange Man’s plan to halt inbound China

�ights was a good solution.

My thought is that they are purposely destroying the airline industry and the rail industry to limit the means

of travel. It’s all in preparation for your imprisonment in a 15 minute city. People act all surprised when shit

happens, I mean seriously people, they posted it on the WEF and UN websites what they are up to. You don’t

need psychic powers to predict what’s next.

No shite Sherlock.

“former career Air Force �ghter pilot, test pilot, and airline pilot”

Uhm, did he also write a similarly critical article about the 737 MAX �asco?

Thought so.
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